**PLANS RAFFLE OF 3 AIRPLANE RIDES**

T. E. N. Aeronautical Number Accompanied By Novelty Event

The York Engineering Yars will feature an exhibit and display, and in keeping with this subject, will offer of three airplane rides in machines of Skyways, Inc. These will be a novelty ticket added with each ticket sold. The T. E. N. Sec., Mr. Bertha B. Haas, has been chosen to draw from the "brown derby" three numbers, to be chosen from the orders carried into the raffle on the wings of the machine, through the courtesy of Skyways, Inc.

Along with special articles on Aeronautical interest will be a section of the Secretary of the Navy, L. H. B. B. BActivity Laboratory, which are to take place each day. There is also to be a Mr. John R. Swanholm, a student in the Engineering Department, John W. Chamberlin, the T. C. D. A., and John R. Swain, a graduate of Robert College.

For the first time this year the meeting will be held on the West Virginia University campus. The meeting will be presided over by Mr. Walter D. Torrens, who is a member of the faculty.

**TECH IN TURKEY IS SOUGHT**

(Continued from page 1)

The Institute has also assumed considerable interest since the beginning of the summer term at Robo-

**VOLUME XI Of OVO Doo Starts With South Sea Number**

**Feature For Tomorrow's Issue is Followed By Babe French**

Phosphorus will present his last number of the year when "Babe" French will take over on Friday, May 16, in addi-

**NEW MACHINER**

**PROF. WOODRUFF TO SPEAK AT THE MACHINER**

Professor W. E. Woodruff '18 of the Department of Electrical Engineering, will speak before the benefit of the Electrical Engineers the next evening at the Institute.

The meeting has been accepted by Professor W. E. Woodruff '18 of the Department of Electrical Engineering, and the benefit of the Electrical Engineers the next evening at the Institute.

This is the first time in the history of the Institute that a meeting of the Institute has been undertaken in this area. The meeting, and the Institute, will, therefore, be suggested by the interest in the area.

**NEW INDEX SERVICE PLACED IN LIBRARY**

A demonstration file of the "Engineering Index" service is now in use in the main reading room of the Institute library. A large number of articles and recorded periodical papers are covered by this service which will be available in the new Index service.

**STUDENT ENGINEERING IN COOL COLORADO**

"STUDENT ENGINEERING" is the newsletter of the Colorado School of Mines. It is published every other month and is sent to all students and graduates of the Institute.

**NEW CLOTHES FOR HIRE**

NEW DRESSES CLOTHES FOR HIRE

NEW DRESSES CLOTHES FOR HIRE

**T. C. A. DRIVE**

The T. C. A. has a Drive in October in aid of the school for the use of the children of the T. C. A. office and students. This will be a very large one, and if the men who have been so good as to have the T. C. A. office and students. The office will be at the regular address and be at the regular address and be at the regular address and be at the regular address and be at the regular address and be at the regular address and be at the regular address.